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Basic Contract Law for Paralegals became the market-leader with its quick, simple, and

straightforward introduction to the basics of contract law for paralegal students. The manageable

length makes this book ideal for shorter courses. Comprehensive coverage includes a chapter on

drafting simple contracts. Clearly written text and lively examples help students understand the law.

Well-crafted pedagogy includes chapter overviews, highlighted examples, key terms, review

questions, sample clauses for analysis, edited cases, chapter summaries, and end-of-chapter

exercises. Ethical problems are presented at the end of each chapter to raise awareness of

professional responsibility in practice.The revised Seventh Edition presents new and updated case

excerpts, assignments, and examples.Features: quick, simple, straightforward introduction the

basics of contract law for paralegal studentscomprehensive coverage includes a chapter on drafting

simple contractslively examples help students understand the law well-crafted pedagogychapter

overviews highlighted exampleskey termsreview questions sample clauses for analysisedited cases

chapter summaries exercises manageable length, ideal for shorter courses.ethical problems at the

end of each chapter raise awareness of professional responsibility in practicesample contracts in

the Appendix The revised Seventh Edition presents: new and updated case excerpts, assignments,

and examples
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The author of this book is awesome. I assumed that I would be reading yet another boring and



confusing legal book for my Contract Law class. Not so, this guy is clear and concise, and provides

a plethora of examples for what he is writing about. If this author wrote all my legal books I'd be

loving my legal studies sooooo much more!

Interesting, well written book containing numerous, up to date examples of contract law. Be aware

that your individual state may have additional rules regarding contract law in addition to the ones

cited in the textbook, so additional research may be warranted. Most of the other people in the class

seemed to like the book, too. As soon as the class was over, I posted it for sale here and it sold

within a week.

Well organized book. Useful information. Recommend for students in a paralegal program. Chapters

are summarized at end of each chapter which is very helpful. Interesting cases presented in book.

Some of the textbooks I have purchased for my Paralegal course are very wordy. Not this one. I

love the brief but detailed explanation of laws then examples. Love this book!

Book is OK, after all is class requirement... but information/learning process through the book... it

wasn't wow information, just another one more!

Excellent book for students at the beginning level. Clear language, great examples and easy to

understand. I recommend it to paralegals.

great book to have as a paralegal.Everything you need to know for understanding contracts, from

making one to interpreting one.

This book is for school and from what I have seen so far it is clear and written well. It is easy enough

to follow and read.
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